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Mara Briere, MA

Certified Family Life Educator

Founder & President

About Grow A Strong 

Family, Inc.

GASF is a social service agency which provides customized family life education 
services to families uprooted by mental illness. 

Our primary mission is to offer a comprehensive menu of evidence-informed services 
to improve the health and wellbeing of our clients including but not limited to:

 Coaching services 

 Skills-based seminars/webinars/support group

 Pet Therapy

 Social Media presence on Facebook 

 Maintaining and updating our GASF webpage including providing free educational 
Blogs & Resources

 Collaborating with community-based agencies
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ADHD: Attention Differently 

(Happily) Developed
Mara Briere, MA 

Certified Family Life Educator 

President and Founder 

Little factoids from 

ADDitude Magazine

 ADHD “is geographically diverse, with a worldwide prevalence of about 5%.”

 The highest rates were found in South America & Africa, at 11.8% & 8.5%; American 
children scored 6.2%.

 Entire families often take ADHD drugs.

 Substance Abusers benefit from screening for ADHD.  It is thought that 25% of 
Substance Abusers have ADHD!

Famous People Believed/Diagnosed with 

ADHD

 Jim Carrey – Comedian, Actor

 Bill Cosby – Actor

 Walt Disney

 Albert Einstein

 Ernest Hemingway – Author

 “Magic” Johnson – Basketball Player

 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart – Composer
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More famous people…

 Whoopi Goldberg – Comedienne

 Anna Eleanor Roosevelt – First Lady

 Cher – Actress, Singer

 Mariette Hartley – Actress

 Stevie Wonder – Musician

 F. W. Woolworth – Dept. Store Innovator

 Nolan Ryan – Baseball Player

What is “Attention Deficit Disorder?

It is a collection of traits that reflect the child’s inborn, 
neurologically based temperament.  

From Sears, p. 3 of The ADD Book by William Sears, M.D., and Lynda Thompson, 
Ph.D., @1998, Little, Brown and Co.

What is “Attention Deficit Difference?”

But is it a disorder?  Or is it a difference?  

Current research suggests that ADHD 

is nothing more than a different way of 

functioning.
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Positive Traits

…include spontaneity, creativity, the ability to lock 

onto and hyperfocus on tasks of the person’s 

own choosing.

Potential Problem Traits…

…include selective attention, distractibility, 

impulsivity, and sometimes, hyperactivity.

Inattention

 not noticing details

 seems not to be listening when spoken 
to directly

 lack of follow-through on tasks

 difficulty organizing

 avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage 
in tasks that require sustained effort

 easily distracted by things outside

 forgetful in daily activities
(DSM-IV Desk Reference, 1994)
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Inattention?

 Noticing connections

 Hearing beneath the surface

 Follow-through on interests

 Organizes according to their own 
systems

 avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage 
in tasks that require sustained effort as 
defined by others

 Shift one’s attention to other arenas

 Enjoy the magic of the moment “Zen 
Mind”

(Gift of the ADHD Child, by Lara Honos-Webb, Ph.D., 2005)

Impulsivity may look like

 Blurts out answers before questions have been completed

 Difficulty awaiting turn

 Interrupts or intrudes on others

 There is also Heightened sense and hypersensitivity to 
sounds, sights, tastes, smells, touch.

Impulsivity may look like

 The urge to do things or think things that are new & 

daring

 Forge ahead

 Interrupts or intrudes on others to share ideas and 

inspirations

 Intensely connected to the Natural World.
 Gift of the ADHD Child, by Lara Honos-Webb, Ph.D., 2005
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Hyperactivity may look like…

•Fidgets with hands or feet or squirms when 

sitting

•Leaves seat when sitting is expected

•Runs about or climbs excessively in situations 

when it is inappropriate

•Difficulty playing quietly

•Excessively talks

•“On the go,” or “Driven by a motor”

Hyperactivity (Exuberance) may look 

like…

•High energy 

•Intense interest & curiosity in the world

•Playful

•Fun to be around

•Explorers

•Like responsibilities
•(Gift of the ADHD Child, by Lara Honos-Webb, Ph.D., 2005)

Diagnosis

•The behaviors must be out of line with children of the same 

age and they must be causing impairment of functioning 

(“issues”)at home or school.
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Diagnosis

A better “D” word is “Description.”  

A summary of observations from significant people 

in the child’s life.

Diagnosis

It is Genetic.

Diagnosis

It is estimated that 6-9% of the population has ADD.

It is evenly distributed in adults of both sexes.
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Gifts

Many wonderful gifts!

Can focus intensely on things that catch their interest.

Many wonderful gifts!

Because they are “watchers,” they are capable of noticing the 
minutest details of a person. 

Incredible interpersonal perceptiveness.
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Many wonderful gifts!

Powerful memory

 Born perfectionist

 Tend to get the whole picture and then fill in the details

 Visual thinker

 Brilliant at “filling in the gaps”

Many wonderful gifts!

Powerful memory

Tend to get the whole picture and then fill in the details

Visual thinker

Brilliant at “filling in the gaps”

So many gifts!

NEED to do several things at once… 

…in order to get anything done
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So many gifts!

Enthusiasm and single-mindedness describes how they approach subjects and tasks which 

interests them

Capable of a joie-de-vivre

So many gifts!

Huge reserves of creative energy

Great imaginations

Tend to be “gifted”

Fresh, new ways of seeing the world

Inventive

Innovative

Doer’s and shaker’s

Strategies
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Experiment with these!

Experiment with these!

Set purposes for learning.  Previews, outlines, lists, 
structure, and overviews.

Experiment with these!

Creative outlets and fun are essential!
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Experiment with these!

How? What? Why?

And these!

Problem-solving

Values education

And these!

Guided imagery
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And these!

Discovery

Debate

And these!

 Visual cues instead of verbal reminders

And these!

 Notice and appreciate them for their efforts, creativity 

and imagination

 OHIO: Only Handle It Once
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And these!

 Give them permission to walk away, chill out, leave, go 

somewhere else that is less stimulating.

And these!

NEED to do more than one thing at a time.

And…

•Once something is mastered, it is time to move on!

•Break tasks down into small tasks.
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And…

Work under odd conditions.  Let them!

And…

NEED variety.

Allow them to learn through experiencing the consequences of their decisions.  They learn 

through direct experience, so as long as it is safe, allow them to do so.

Delight in their unique approach!

Parenting/Teaching with Love and Logic® 

is especially useful with these kids 

www.loveandlogic.com

http://www.loveandlogic.com/
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Resources

 Driven to Distraction: Recognizing and Coping with Attention Deficit Disorder 
from Childhood through Adulthood by Edward M. Hallowell, M.D., and John 
J. Ratey, M.D., ©1994, Simon & Schuster; Answers to Distraction by Edward 
M. Hallowell, M.D., and John J. Ratey, M.D., ©1996, Bantam Books. 

 The ADD Book by William Sears, M.D., and Lynda Thompson, Ph.D., 
©1998, Little, Brown and Co.

 Right-Brained Children in a Left-Brained World by Jeffrey Freed, MAT., and 
Laurie Parsons , ©1997. Fireside Books, NY

 The Gift of ADHD by Lara Honos-Webb, PH.D., ©2005, New Harbinger 
Publications, Inc.

Resources

 Putting on the Brakes: Young People’s Guide to Understanding 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) By Patricia O. 
Quinn and Judith M. Stern, Magination Press, 1991  An activity 
book by the same name and authors, ©1993

 Attention Deficit Disorder: A Different Perception, by Thom 
Hartmann, ©1993, Underwood-Miller; Lancaster, PA.

 The ADDed Dimension By Kate Kelly and Peggy Ramundo, 
©1998, Simon & Schuster

 You Mean I’m Not Lazy, Stupid or Crazy?! By Kate Kelly and 
Peggy Ramundo, ©1993, Simon & Schuster

 A.D.D. and Creativity By Lynn Weiss, Ph.D., ©1997, Taylor 
Publishing Co.  

Resources

 Attention Deficit Disorder By David & Myra Sosin, ©1996, Teacher Created 
Materials, Inc.

 The Hyperactive Child, Adolescent, and Adult by Paul Wender, M.D., 
Oxford University Press, New York, ©1987

 The Myth of the ADD Child: 50 Ways to Improve Your Child’s Behavior and 
Attention Span Without Drugs, Labels or Coercion, by Dr. Thomas 
Armstrong, ©1997, Plume,NY

 Parenting with Love and Logic, by Foster Cline, M.D., and Jim Fay, ©1990, 
Navpress; Colorado Springs, Colorado

 Calming the Chaos By Jim Fay & Charles Fay, Ph.D., 2 audiocassettes

 Attention Deficit Disorder Workable Solutions By Jim Fay & Ray Levy, Ph.D., 
1 audiocassette 
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Resources

 The ADHD Report, Guilford Publications, Russell Barkley, 
Editor, To subscribe, call toll free (800) 365-7006

 CHADD (Children and Adults with Attention Deficit Disorder) 
499 NW 70th Avenue, Suite 308, Plantation, FL 33317  (305) 
587-3700  fax: (305) 587-4599 

 Internet for info:  http://www.helpforadd.com  
http://www.add.org/main www.addfaq www.addwarehouse.com, 
www.thomhartmann.com , http://adhd.kids.tripod.com/ , 
www.add.org www.visionarysoul.com

When best laid plans fail!

 Stick to your “normal” routines as much as you can

 Eat and drink in moderation

 Plan on exercise; build in “nature” time.

 Make sure you have a Plan B and a Plan C in place for the unexpected

 Keep music that you love on hand and listen to it when needing to

 Prioritize your time, activities, and commitments (do what you want to 

and can)

 Take good, loving care of yourself!

Looking For More Information on Grow A 

Strong Family?

 Visit GASF online:

▪ http://growastrongfamily.org/

 Email: GASFInc@outlook.com

 Phone: 781-405-8376

http://www.add.org/main
http://www.addfaq/
http://www.addwarehouse.com/
http://www.thomhartmann.com/
http://www.add.org/
http://growastrongfamily.org/
mailto:GASFInc@outlook.com
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Disclaimer

Take what you like and leave the rest.

We are not responsible for how the content or the presentation is used.  Viewers agree to 

hold harmless Grow A Strong Family, Inc., its staff and board of directors from any liability, 

loss, claim, cost or damage of any nature whatsoever which may arise from viewing or 

listening to the presentation.


